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At JMP there is no such thing as a standard or "off-the-shelf" system. We build
to spec ensuring that we meet your exact corporate standards and design
requirements unique to both your process and your organization. We differentiate
an otherwise common material handling architecture by ensuring that your design
specifications are front and center of our design and build processes from the very
start, as opposed to trying to adapt to your specific needs as an afterthought.
We not only support you through the duration of the project, we support you
through the lifetime of the system and beyond as your business operations grow
and evolve. Let us show you how we can help redefine the limits of what you may
have thought was possible for your business.
Our scope of capabilities is limitless. The following examples are some common
systems that we are highly experienced with and provide value to those otherwise
standard systems through attention to design detail and exceptional service.

Parcel and Courier Services
Integration Competency
JMP Solutions has deep roots
spanning over 2 decades
in the postal and courier
services industry. From
material sorting, handling and
tracking to data driven process
optimization, bottleneck
reduction and labor / asset
allocation, we are your fullservice automation and
integration partner.
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PORTABLE BELT
INCLINE

GRAVITY
EXTENDABLE

MODULAR ROLLER
CONVEYANCE CARTS

The flexible design of our
PBI conveyors allow for the
handling of non-standard
package geometry.
Lightweight, adjustable
design coupled with a
standalone control system
and standard outlet
allows for free movement
throughout the facility.
Quick setup and flexible
load / unload applications
are key benefits of these
conveyor modules.

Both compact and
adjustable, our gravity
extendable conveyors are
extended to the required
position into waiting truck
allowing the easy and
ergonomically friendly
loading of loose packages.
As the truck fills, the unit is
collapsed back as needed.
Combination with a PBI
in various configurations
allows for simultaneous
unload if required.

These easily portable
and connectable roller
segments offer a uniquely
modular conveyor setup in
order to establish various
need-based configurations
on-the-fly for package
movement and sortation.
Straight run and curved
segments can operate in
transport or accumulation
mode and can be coupled
with modular chutes and
ball tables as required.
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Head Office:
4026 Meadowbrook Dr. Unit 143,
London, ON N6L 1C9
Toll Free: 1-855-228-0436

Find your nearest office

